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case story

Why are convenience
stores installing
“Improve
customer
service and
generate
profit.”

‘It’s a great way to increase footfall and profit and as it’s
self-service, there’s virtually no extra effort on our part.’
‘CoinCasher™’ takes up very little room and with a choice
of machines and a shared profit option that doesn’t involve
any outlay, it’s ideal for even the smallest store.’
‘Customers are happy to pay a small commission to use the
machine and invariably spend the cash in our store.’
‘Everyone who’s tried it thinks it’s a great idea. Most of the banks and building
societies now limit the amount of loose coins you can deposit. With the
‘CoinCasher™’, there’s no limit and anyone can use it whenever we’re open.’

The benefits Providing a simple, low-cost way to cash in saved coins
attracts new and existing customers. It can increase your
earnings through a commission on each transaction and
the ‘new’ cash they have to spend in the store.

contact
Mr. James Newnham
+44 7973 687554

your partner for profit
The CoinCasher offers customers the opportunity to cash-in
their saved coins and release cash to spend in your store.
A choice of machines and a shared profit option that requires
no financial outlay means everyone can enjoy the benefits of
the CoinCasher.

technical specification
580mm

depth

580mm

height

1130 mm

weight

110 kg

voltage

240v

Release saved coins

Easy-to-use, no need to sort coins - just pour into the machine

Receipt can be redeemed in-store for goods

accessories
Coin bags
Point-of-sales display
Promotional posters
Marketing kit

Founded in 1966, SCAN COIN is one of today’s leading suppliers of cash processing equipment, system
solutions and services. Our worldwide customer base is served through a network of SCAN COIN companies
and distribution partners covering some 120 countries.
SCAN COIN develops, manufactures and markets equipment and integrated solutions for handling
banknotes and coins, and has become a world leader in the automatic cash processing market.

SCAN COIN Ltd l Dutch House l 110 Broadway l Salford Quays l Salford M50 2UW
Phone +44 161 873 0505 l Fax +44 161 873 0501 l sales@scancoin.co.uk l www.scancoin.com

options
Coin sorting
High speed counting
Card reader

Self-locking coin vault
External communication
High security cabinet
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